Why it is time to develop the use of cognitive event-related potentials in the treatment of psychiatric diseases
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Abstract: The relapse rate for many psychiatric disorders is staggeringly high, indicating that treatment methods combining psychotherapy with neuropharmacological interventions are not entirely effective. Therefore, in psychiatry, there is a current push to develop alternatives to psychotherapy and medication-based approaches. Cognitive deficits have gained considerable importance in the field as critical features of mental illness, and it is now believed that they might represent valid therapeutic targets. Indeed, an increase in cognitive skills has been shown to have a long-lasting, positive impact on the patients’ quality of life and their clinical symptoms. We hereby present four principal arguments supporting the use of event-related potentials (ERP) that are derived from electroencephalography, which allow the identification of specific neurocognitive deficiencies in patients. These arguments could assist psychiatrists in the development of individualized, targeted therapy, as well as a follow-up and rehabilitation plan specific to each patient’s deficit. Furthermore, they can be used as a tool to assess the possible benefits of combination therapy, consisting of medication, psychotherapy, and “ERP-oriented cognitive rehabilitation”. Using this strategy, specific cognitive interventions could be planned based on each patient’s needs, for an “individualized” or “personalized” therapy, which may have the potential to reduce relapse rates for many psychiatric disorders. The implementation of such a combined approach would require intense collaboration between psychiatry departments, clinical neurophysiology laboratories, and neuropsychological rehabilitation centers.
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Introduction

According to the World Health Organization, “… there is no health without mental health…”.
Mental disorders make up an important independent contribution to the burden of non-communicable diseases worldwide. In fact, neuropsychiatric conditions account for up to one quarter of all disability-adjusted life years (ie, the sum of years lived with disability and years of life lost). A psychiatrist’s main responsibility is to render accurate diagnoses that guide the selection of appropriate medication for severely mentally ill patients. A crucial problem in psychiatry, which affects both research and clinical work, is that in practice it is difficult to strictly apply the scientific method to the investigation of human mental illness, since the evaluations should (at least) include analyses of both the mind and the brain when assessing normal and aberrant behaviors. A consequence of this complexity is that, even if psychopathological states can effectively be alleviated by a combination of psychotherapy and neuropharmacological interventions, the relapse rate for several psychiatric disorders
is tremendously high. For example, the relapse rate for manic episodes in bipolar disorders was found to be 50% at 1 year, and 70% at 5 years. Similarly, the relapse rate following a first episode of schizophrenia was reported to be 35% at 18 months, and 74% at 5 years. In other words, there is still much to learn in order to fill this existing gap between a “partial recovery”, which allows patients to return home, and the achievement of a “complete recovery”.7

The complexity surrounding the treatment of mental illness is also illustrated by alcohol dependence, which constitutes one of the most severe and widespread public health problems. Indeed, it is estimated that 3%–8% of all deaths and 4% of all disability-adjusted life years worldwide are attributable to alcohol. Without intervention, detoxification alone does little to prevent an alcoholic’s subsequent relapse. During clinical trials, placebo control groups showed a relapse rate of up to 85%, even if hospitalized until complete remission of the physical withdrawal symptoms. Similarly, there is little evidence supporting that antidepressants alter in any way the risk factors that lead to relapse and recurrence. Consequently, most patients with chronic or recurrent depression are encouraged to stay on medication indefinitely. In addition, while it has been well established that maintenance treatment with antipsychotic medication decreases relapse rates, a substantial proportion of patients suffering from schizophrenia either relapse despite taking medication or have trouble adhering to antipsychotic treatment. All of the above fuels the current strong interest for the development of alternatives to psychotherapy and medication. In recent years, we have seen the emergence of several intervention strategies aimed at improving psychiatric treatment, such as multisystemic, cognitive behavioral, or mindfulness therapies. The goal of these “new” interventions is evidently not to discredit existing treatment methods, but to provide a complementary set of tools to be used by clinicians to improve current patient assessment.

Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to present four key arguments that support the use of event-related potential (ERP)-based cognitive assessment in combination with psychotherapy and medication to develop more efficient psychiatric therapies. It is now largely accepted that psychiatric disorders are brain disorders, and brain-related tools, such as electroencephalography (EEG) or repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS), have already proven their value for the management of psychiatric diseases. For instance, the combined use of rTMS and EEG enables the non-invasive evaluation of functional connections between brain areas, and provides a tool to investigate cortical activity. Thus, a non-invasive input (TMS) known spatial and temporal characteristics with directional and precise chronometric data can be applied to the study of the brain’s local reactivity and the interactions between different brain regions. This emerging technique allows for instance to observe that, during an 8 to 10 minute long EEG session with single-pulse TMS over the right premotor cortex, patients suffering from schizophrenia present reduced evoked gamma oscillations in the frontal cortex, reinforcing the hypothesis of an intrinsic dysfunction of the frontal thalamo-cortical circuit. In this paper, we focus on ERPs, since by allowing the evaluation of the entire information processing stream, they can help pinpoint the specific neurocognitive functions that should be rehabilitated in each patient through specific and individualized cognitive remediation procedures. The aim of this paper is not to provide an exhaustive review of the literature pertaining to ERPs and psychiatric disorders, but to systematically illustrate four reasons why we think that it is now time to incorporate cognitive ERPs as a requisite step in clinical evaluations and use them to direct the development of an individualized therapy for mentally ill patients. This approach should also include a cognitive neuropsychological rehabilitation step, as an integrative part of the “whole process” that is classically only based on psychotherapy and medication. We will discuss the advantages, limitations, and perspectives associated with the clinical use of ERPs and we will propose new ways in which this technique can be effectively incorporated into patient care.

**Argument 1: the cognitive process is a key element of psychopathological states**

Cognitive deficits have gained considerable importance in the field as critical features of mental illness, and it is now believed that they might represent valid therapeutic targets. Indeed, several studies have provided consistent evidence that mental illness involves significant cognitive impairment. For instance, virtually all areas of cognition, such as perception, attention, and memory, are known to be impaired in the schizophrenic individual, as well as in patients of other psychiatric afflictions, such as euthymic bipolar disorder, alcohol-dependence, or attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). In schizophrenic patients, literature data reports a substantial decrease in cognitive function of about 1.0–1.75 standard deviations below the normal mean. Moreover, some variability in the cognitive domain...
Cognitive retraining procedures (CRPs) have brought new applications to psychiatric rehabilitation. Cognitive remediation is a behavioral intervention designed to improve cognition in patients who have suffered a cognitive decline. The major elements of psychiatric rehabilitation focus on highlighting the patient’s strengths, improving vocational/social competencies, working with environmental facts of an individual’s life, and instilling a sense of mastery and hope. From this perspective, cognitive retraining techniques range from assistive or prosthetic devices (including computers, diaries, and/or lists) to approaches that focus on enhancing the patient’s efficiency, (eg, mnemonic strategies). Many studies have demonstrated that the use of CRPs can enhance cognitive performance in diverse psychiatric diseases, and that these improvements are stable up to at least 6 months after the treatment is discontinued. Additionally, CRP-related cognitive gains have been proved to translate to improvements in real world activities, with greater impact than any drug treatment. For example, in a single case study involving a schizophrenic patient, Levaux et al demonstrated that the usage of an attention training technique leads to the following beneficial effects: i) at the cognitive level, a specific improvement in selective attention, attention switching, and resistance to distractive interference; and ii) at the clinical level, a reduction in intrusive thoughts in daily life and a general decrease in symptoms stable up to at least 6 months. Overall, cognitive remediation is a therapy that engages patients in learning activities that enhance the neurocognitive skills relevant to their chosen recovery goals. A number of approaches to remediating cognition in schizophrenia have been developed and studied over the last 20 years. At the time of writing this article, this literature has been reviewed in six meta-analytic studies. Five of these, while differing in focus, determined that it has moderate to large effect sizes; the remaining one didn’t. Moreover, with the spread of CRP’s application to patients suffering from schizophrenia, positive outcomes with CRP for other psychiatric disorders, such as unipolar depression, social phobia, ADHD, and alcohol dependence have begun to appear in the literature. Overall, these data are consistent with the general idea that recognizing the nature of the cognitive impairment involved in a specific mental illness will be very useful for the development of treatment and rehabilitation strategies.

Although the usefulness of CRPs for the treatment of psychiatric disorders is gradually becoming more accepted, several questions regarding how to use them in clinical practice still remain to be resolved. Among other concerns, it is unknown whether cognitive impairments will be detected in all patients or just on a case-by-case basis. Also, the assignment of impairment requires the comparison of patients’ results to those of a “normal” or “standard” cognitive control; however, normal values may be difficult to define, mainly because of the healthy individuals’ variability in cognitive function. In fact, it appears that, for instance, around 20% of schizophrenics generally perform within the normal range, only showing subtle evidence of impairment in specific cognitive domains. Indeed, the human mind can be defined by several cognitive domains, such as attention, memory, language, or executive functions, any of which may prove to be altered. This requires rehabilitation specialists (usually neuropsychologists) to thoroughly assess the cognitive status of each domain in order to decide the appropriate rehabilitative treatment. This process may be complicated by two factors: i) the fractionation of each cognitive domain implies the involvement of various neural networks (eg, executive function refers to a wide range of cognitive processes [including problem-solving, flexibility, inhibition, planning, and decision-making], and a patient’s performance in one executive function may have little or no predictive value for how the patient will perform in another); and ii) time pressure is an important feature of the clinical examination, because cognitive screening needs to identify genuine impairment in as little time as possible, using an easily administered instrument.

In the following arguments, we will describe how and why we believe that cognitive ERPs can aid in the cognitive screening process. A general screening of main cognitive functions can be achieved by performing rapid tasks, which are easily implementable in clinical practice and have the potential to index the cognitive areas that require further assessment and/or rehabilitation by neuropsychologists.
Argument 2: the ERP method, a highly adapted tool to investigate the sequence of cognitive processes

The main goal of cognitive psychology has been to define the different stages that are required to achieve a final performance for each human cognitive function. Indeed, every cognitive function (eg, recognizing an emotion on a face, recalling an event, reading a text, or making a decision) is associated with various cognitive stages. In fact, advances in brain imaging techniques (namely positron emission tomography [PET] and functional resonance magnetic imaging [fMRI]) have revealed that each of the serial cognitive stages is implemented within separate neural processes in order to achieve normal function. The fact that healthy cognitive functions are implemented within distributed neural networks has important implications for the understanding of mental disorders. Firstly, the use of advanced imaging methods enabled the study of the neurobiology of mental disorders, confirming the fact that mental disorders have a neurobiological component (ie, they are not only functional or psychogenic conditions). Secondly, imaging technology contributed insight into the pathological mechanisms of mental disorders, demonstrating that a functional alteration may result from an isolated brain lesion (eg, after a stroke) or deficient interactions between different brain regions (functional connectivity). In regard, imaging analysis can also provide a better understanding of the mechanisms of action of psychopharmaceuticals, potentially aiding in the search for novel therapeutic targets.

The study of blood flow (fMRI) or glucose metabolism (PET) in certain areas of the brain during activation tasks enables the identification of the areas of the brain that are activated or deactivated during specific cognitive tasks. Therefore, by comparing patients to controls, we can observe which brain activities are deficient. However, from a purely cognitive perspective, these data have an important limitation, residing on the fact that brain images are averaged on seconds. Thus, it is impossible to relate specific brain activations to the different cognitive stages involved in the task. In other words, the excellent anatomical resolution of brain imaging techniques (3–4 mm for fMRI) might allow the visualization of the brain network involved in a certain task, but its coarse temporal resolution (1–2 seconds) impedes the determination of the activation sequence. For this purpose, we should recur to electrophysiological tools, and more precisely, to cognitive ERPs.

ERPs, which are derived from electroencephalography, are highly sensitive and have the potential to monitor brain electrical activity with a fine temporal resolution (on the order of milliseconds). Thus, when healthy individuals perform a cognitive task, it is possible to observe the various electrophysiological components representing the cognitive stages utilized to achieve “normal” performance. Figure 1 illustrates the different electrophysiological components representing the various cognitive stages needed to perform a simple task.

Another highly valuable aspect of cognitive ERPs is that they can permit the identification/detection of the electrophysiological component(s) consistent with the onset of a dysfunction, allowing the inference of impaired cognitive stages. In other words, by using a well characterized task and analyzing which ERPs show decreased amplitude and/or delayed latency compared to normal values, it is possible to deduce which ERP component is responsible for the cognitive deficit. Figure 2 illustrates the well-known P300 component, a late, long-lasting parietal positive wave, which is decreased and delayed in alcoholic patients compared to matched controls. However, while P300 deficit is common in many psychiatric afflictions, there is also an abundance of literature reporting: for instance, many earlier ERP components, such as the mismatch negativity or the sensory gating P50, but also later ones, such as the N400 indexing language semantic processes, are affected in alcoholic, as well as in schizophrenic patients. This suggests that during illness, various cognitive stages of the information-processing stream may be affected, and that the recorded ERP components may be considered as biological markers of the disease, indexing specific pathophysiological mechanisms that may or may not recover with the illness remission.

Obviously, ERPs also suffer from some limitations. Their spatial resolution is very weak, so that inferences can only be made on the neural generators of the observed components, and parameters of ERPs (latency and amplitude) are subject to large inter-individual differences, so that the collection of normative data may prove fastidious. Nevertheless, cognitive ERPs are advantageous, because they allow the assessment of the different stages used in the information-processing stream during performance of a task. Therefore, how and why could this technique be useful to psychiatrists in their daily clinical practice?

Argument 3: a similar behavioral deficit may originate from different cognitive levels

The most widely used and studied ERP component is the P300 component. This component is of particular interest...
because it is functionally related to various complex cognitive processes, such as decision-making and cognitive closure phenomena, which are associated with different types of response-related cognitive activities. Many studies investigating P300 in dementia, schizophrenia, depression, alcoholism, drug addiction, anxiety, or personality disorders have described disturbances in recorded latency and amplitude values of this component compared to healthy individuals. These differences have been associated with deficits in behavioral performance and can indicate the severity of a clinical state, as well as its possible evolution.

For example, if we consider the literature on the ability to recognize emotional facial expressions (EFE) in psychiatric populations, two main points emerge: i) at a behavioral level, many patients with psychiatric diseases display a deficit in emotional recognition, which can be indexed by decreased performance rates and longer response latencies compared to controls; and ii) at an electrophysiological level, this behavioral deficit is associated with a decreased and delayed P300 component. However, an important question in the field has revolved around the events occurring in the information-processing stream prior to the P300 component (ie, before the response-related stages). By using an emotional oddball task, we demonstrated that even if different psychopathological populations displayed a similar behavioral deficit in EFE recognition, this deficit originated at different cognitive levels, as indexed by cognitive ERPs. Indeed, while patients suffering from alcohol dependence or schizophrenia displayed altered ERP components affecting all information-processing streams (from perceptive-visual P100, to attention...
N2b and response-related P300 components), depressed people exhibited only a disturbed P300 component (with intact earlier components). On the other hand, ecstasy users presented differences starting at the level of attention (N2b).

In other words, similar patterns at the behavioral level can result from different disturbances in cognitive processes from one population to another. This point has great clinical relevance, because it suggests that a similar pattern of deficit may be attributable to different neurocognitive disturbances, supporting the notion that similar behavioral deficits should be differently rehabilitated.

From a clinical point-of-view, it might not be a surprise that there are neurocognitive differences linked to different neuropsychiatric afflictions, especially considering the specificity of the pathophysiological mechanisms associated with distinct mental illnesses. However, interestingly, we also observe that such neurocognitive differences can be seen between individuals within a specific population that have a certain type of behavioral deficit. For instance, among anxious patients, Rossignol et al showed that those suffering from generalized anxiety disorder only displayed P300 differences when confronted with emotional oddball task, whereas people with social anxiety showed earlier differences starting from the perceptive P100 component.

This suggests that social anxiety and trait anxiety should be considered separately and treated independently. This realization is of great relevance, because it suggests that patients who display a similar group of symptoms and belong to a closed psychiatric category might have deficits that originate from different levels of the cognitive process.

Overall, the monitoring of ERPs is useful for identifying the cognitive origin of a behavioral deficit. By temporally analyzing the information-processing stream, the root causes of behavioral problems can be identified as perceptive, attention, or response related. Current data suggest that such differences not only exist between the various neuropsychiatric afflictions, but also among different patients categorized in the same psychiatric category. Therefore, the next important question is: how can such information be useful for psychiatrists?

**Argument 4: once specific cognitive deficiencies are defined, directed cognitive retraining procedures may help to alleviate symptoms in homogeneous subgroups of patients**

Thanks to an optimal temporal resolution, ERPs allow the assignment of a behavioral deficit to its cognitive origin. This feature of ERP analysis is of great clinical relevance, since it suggests that each patient’s behavioral deficit can be specifically treated. However, even if the importance of indexing cognitive disturbances is well-established in psychiatric clinical settings, the manner with which to efficiently perform cognitive analyses is a matter of debate. This is mainly due to cognition fractionation, which means that a global assessment of all cognitive functions may take several hours to perform, and this is incompatible with both patients’ statuses and consultation pressures. Nevertheless, ERP analysis is non-invasive, painless, and cheap. In addition, ERPs provide the most informative profile for psychiatrists regarding the cognitive deficits presented by their patients, especially when examining ERP components that are well-characterized in terms of eliciting stimuli, technical recording
methods, and quantification. These defined ERPs are easily implementable in clinical practice and are operationally related to the neurocognitive processes they reflect.\textsuperscript{73}

We would especially like to emphasize that the most useful components span different stages of the information processing stream, including P50, mismatch negativity (MMN), P300, NoGo P300, and error-related negativity (ERN). The P50 component is the earliest to be observed (around 50 ms) and the smallest in amplitude of the auditory ERPs. The P50 sensory gating effect refers to an amplitude reduction in P50 upon exposure to a second stimulus in a pair of identical stimuli presented with a short inter-stimulus interval. P50 gating is one of the earliest, measurable brain sensory processing steps that are linked to screening-out and attention filtering mechanisms of redundant incoming information.\textsuperscript{74} MMN (also called N2a) is an ERP component with peak latency around 150 ms after stimulus and maximal amplitude at the frontal scalp locations. MMN is usually evoked by a physically deviant auditory stimulus that occurs in a series of frequent standard stimuli. It is believed to reflect cortical information processing at the earliest level of the sensory cortex; however, recent findings suggest that the transient auditory sensory memory representation underlying the MMN is facilitated by a long-term memory representation of the corresponding stimulus.\textsuperscript{75} The P300 component (or P3) is a long-lasting positive component that occurs between 300 and 700 ms after stimulation. P3 is thought to reflect premotor processes, such as short-term memory updating or cognitive closure mechanisms.\textsuperscript{76} The NoGo P300 has been identified as one of the markers for response inhibition,\textsuperscript{77} which involves the activation of the executive system of the frontal lobes.\textsuperscript{78} The neural basis for this executive system is believed to be a distributed circuitry, which involves the following: the prefrontal areas and anterior cingulated gyrus;\textsuperscript{79} the orbitofrontal cortex;\textsuperscript{80} the ventral frontal regions;\textsuperscript{81} the parietal, dorsal, and ventral prefrontal regions;\textsuperscript{82} and the premotor and supplementary motor areas. Finally, ERN represents a neural measure of error processing that peaks 50 ms after subjects make mistakes. This component is linked to the subject’s ability to evaluate his actions as “worse than expected”, and constitutes a “learning signal” that can subsequently be used to adjust behavior.\textsuperscript{83}

It has been suggested that the analysis of a weighted combination of these electrophysiological features may provide greater diagnostic power than any single endophenotype alone.\textsuperscript{84} For instance, Price et al\textsuperscript{85} compared and contrasted four electrophysiological components, analyzing their covariance on a single cohort of schizophrenic patients, family members, and controls. Their findings revealed that the use of the electrophysiological battery provided novel information on the characteristics of the different groups. In particular, they highlighted the heterogeneity of electrophysiological features among the groups and demonstrated that the combined analysis could serve to minimize the impact of such heterogeneity.\textsuperscript{86}

We propose the use of P50, MMN, P300, NoGo P300, and ERN to facilitate the indexing of cognitive stages affected in psychiatric patients by assessing, respectively, the attention-filtering, early perceptive discriminative, response-related decisional, inhibitory, and self-action evaluation processes. Indeed, neurocognitive processes (indexing attention, executive functions, and meta-cognition) have been linked to psychopathology.\textsuperscript{87} Once cognitive disturbances are characterized through ERP screening for individual patients, psychiatrists will be able to orient the “cognitive” treatment (individually or in groups that present homogeneous patterns of cognitive deficits). More precisely, specific cognitive retraining procedures could be used to target deficits and increase cognitive efficiency, which has already been shown to reduce clinical symptoms.\textsuperscript{88,89} In this regard, there are currently many CRPs available, including those directed at attention mechanisms (increasing or decreasing the attention resources devoted to a specific cue),\textsuperscript{90} for which compelling evidence has already been gathered in anxiety disorders. Indeed, behavioral and ERP studies have shown that attention training can alter threat bias, influence vulnerability to stress, and reduce clinical anxiety symptoms by modulating top-down processes of attention control rather than processes of early attention orienting.\textsuperscript{91} In the same vein, there are also available CRPs increasing organization, goal achievement,\textsuperscript{92} cognitive control (ie, inhibitory skills),\textsuperscript{93} and even self-monitoring.\textsuperscript{94}

\textbf{Conclusion}
\textbf{Creating a multi-disciplinary approach to mental illness, including neurophysiologists and neuropsychologists}

Mental illness is commonly managed with a combined approach involving psychotherapy and pharmacological intervention. This strategy is certainly useful for some patients, but the relapse rate remains tremendously high for several psychiatric disorders. Thus, in psychiatry there is currently a recognized need for alternatives to psychotherapy and medication.\textsuperscript{10} Cognitive deficits have gained considerable importance in the field as critical features of mental illness.\textsuperscript{21}
Therefore, in the present paper, we suggest that a possible way to increase the efficiency of psychiatric treatment is to include ERPs and CRPs in clinical practice, combining these techniques with psychotherapy and medication. However, this would require a significant collaboration between psychiatry departments, clinical neurophysiology laboratories, and neuropsychological rehabilitation centers. In this view, a psychiatrist may prescribe a “complete ERP screening” to his/her patients, which is easy to perform and will not be time-consuming if only the main cognitive domains are analyzed (attention, execution, and self-monitoring). The basic purpose of these ERP screening tests will be to indicate the likelihood of genuine cognitive impairment, which can be inferred through the comparison of the patient’s results with reference controls. Thus, a borderline score or a very impaired score (along with supporting history) might lead the psychiatrist to order a more specialized assessment of cognition (eg, by neuropsychologists), and thus thoroughly identify which cognitive domain(s) to rehabilitate. Indeed, CRPs have been proven to have a positive impact on daily quality of life and on clinical symptoms. Hence, psychiatric treatment data from neurophysiologists (ERPs) could help neuropsychologists decide which cognitive processes to rehabilitate through CRPs in order to enhance the daily quality of life and soften the clinical symptoms of individual patients. Ultimately, based on the fact that the long-lasting, positive effects of CRPs on clinical symptoms have already been demonstrated, we are convinced that the combination of this cognitive procedure (involving ERPs and CRPs) with psychotherapy and medication could lead to decreased relapse rates.

There is still a long way to go before this strategy can be implemented into daily clinical practice

Although the rationale of this proposal is highly reliable and theoretically grounded, we are entirely aware that it is currently impossible to implement this proposal in clinical practice. Indeed, the principal concern relates to the ERP screening procedure. To date, the majority of ERP related studies comparing psychiatric populations to matched controls used grand-averaged data (ie, mean data comparing a group of healthy individuals to a group of patients). However, in daily clinical practice, in order to be able to decide whether an individual patient presents a genuine cognitive impairment, we need to develop normal and impaired ranges for ERP parameters (amplitude and/or latency). In other words, it is necessary to accumulate unambiguous referenced normative data in order to determine whether a patient requires cognitive rehabilitation. In this regard, there already exist guidelines for some ERP components (MMN and P300), which could be clinically implemented. For other components, normative data remains to be gathered (P50, NoGo P300, and ERN). Therefore, there is an urgent need for further research to develop multisite guidelines that can be compared and used across studies by recording a battery of these five electrophysiological measures (P50, MMN, P300, NoGo P300, and ERN).

We propose that the time needed for ERP screening could be greatly reduced by focusing on the five ERP components described above, while other components (eg, contingent negative variation, P100, N300, and N400) and other related cognitive processes (eg, anticipation effects, visual, emotional, or language processes) may be of great interest. Here, we have focused on the components related to attention (through MMN, P50), execution (NoGo P300), memory and decision-making capacity (P300), and self-monitoring (ERN), which are the ones that have been primarily screened in psychopathological states. Nevertheless, if our approach proves to be efficient, other batteries using different components could also be developed for future clinical use.

To conclude, there is a general agreement that a multidisciplinary approach is required for the successful treatment of mental illness. In this proposal, we have suggested that psychiatrists should continue to maintain their classic collaboration with psychologists, who are trained to provide psychotherapy. However, we now suggest that neurophysiologists and neuropsychologists may be crucial to aid psychiatrists in the identification of cognitive processes that should be rehabilitated on a patient-by-patient basis. The resulting combined approach (ie, medication, psychotherapy, and “ERP-oriented cognitive rehabilitation”) should reduce relapse rates for many psychiatric afflictions, because individual cognitive interventions would be specifically targeted based on each patient’s needs, thus providing an “individualized” or “personalized” medicine. Therefore, the challenge of future studies will be to highlight whether this procedure is efficient enough to be incorporated into a psychiatrist’s current treatment method toolbox.
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